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Evaluating Information: Quick Checklist 
 

 

Currency  

Is a publication date given?  Yes                    No 

If so, how recent is it?  

For websites: Is there an indication of when the information was 

last updated? 

 Yes                    No 

Reliability    

Was the work reviewed by other experts before it was published?  Yes                    No 

Are the authors’ or organisation’s contact details given?   Yes                    No 

Is the research methodology or theoretical framework described?   Yes                    No 

                          For websites:   

Examine the URL. Is the page or site official or personal?  

Sometimes there is a personal name in the URL, often with a tilde ~ 

 Yes                    No 

Is the page/site owned by an organization?  Yes                    No 

Which domain extension does the site have?  

Consider whether this is appropriate to the content of the site 

 .com            .org            .ca   

 .edu             .gov           other 

Are any provided links appropriate and still active?  Yes                    No          

Is the information available in a different format? E.g., as a 

published report or factsheet? 

This may give some general indication of quality. 

 Yes                    No          

Authority  

Are the authors named?  Yes                    No 

Are the authors’ credentials indicated? 

If not, check them out!  Try searching for the author on Google. 

 Yes                    No 

Are the authors experts in the field?  

Check to see if they have published in the field. You could use a database 

or Google Scholar to investigate.  

 Yes                    No 

 Insufficient details 
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Purpose  

Who is the audience of the work?  General public          

 Students, scholars, researchers, 

other experts          

What is the purpose of the work? (Mark all the apply) 

Does this purpose match your requirements for the information? 

 Inform, provide facts, data          

 Explain, interpret              Sell  

 Entertain                   Persuade       

Report original research 

Images: which of the following does the work contain?   Tables of data          

 Graphs or charts               

 Photographs                       

Advertisements 

 

The bottom line: Does the information fit the purpose for which you want to use it? Does it meet the 

standards of currency, authority, reliability, and purpose required for an academic paper?  

 

 Yes                    No 

If YES: you should be able to use the information with confidence.  

If NO: LOOK ELSEWHERE! 
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